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Atten1pts to Systematize Alcohology 
and Anti-Alcoholic Policies 

Jacek Morawski 

pROBABLY all professionals, researchers, therapeutic facilitfos 
and anti-alcoholic societies have their own viewpoint of the 

reality which they would like to change and/or a,. to the sckntific 
approaches they utilize. Thus, a doctOi's main interest is therapy; 
a jurist looks at an alcoholi,: as an actuai or potential offender; a 
sociologist or a social worker is conct:med with the interplay 
between man and hi& environment. 

It is essential to conceptualize the bask tenets and systems of a 
science before embarking on research. The fact that alcohology has 
become a separate branch of scic::nce, indkates that the period of 
merely gathering scientific information has long passed, and the 
time has come to collate and systemati?.,e the many data already 
available. 

Existiog Systems 
The Classified Abstract Archive of the Alcohol Literature 

(CAAAL)1 of Rutger's Center of Alcohol Studies is categorized 
acconling to the different sciences from the viewpoint of which 
the alcoholic studies have, been made. The Code Dictionary of the 
CAAAL is divided into 24 main categories such as biochemistry, 
physiology, sociology, etc., each head,~d by a capitalized letter of the 
alphabet. Thus issues related to treating condiiions resulting from 
akoholism were originally listed under the letter "N" (Treatment 
of Medical Complications of Alcoholism and Alcohol Intoxication) 
and under "M" (Treatment of Alcoholism, Rehabilitation of 
Inebriates). Overlapping problems, however, arc also discus:,ed in 
other categories of the CAAAL system, e.g. "H" (Medical Compli-· 
cations of Alcoholism, 'T' (Mental Disorders), "L" (Alcohol Addic
tion or Alcoholism), "T" (Legal Aspects----compulsory treatment), 
"S" (Statistics, Socio-economk:---Treatment Costs), "Z" (Miscel
laneo~;s}, etc. 

It fa rather confusing that the tiu:rapeutic utilization of alcohol is 
!ist,:d in the therapy group though the only point it has in common 
with the tht:rapy of akoholism is the word "therapy". 

For a practising therapist the CAAAL system is frustrating. The 
therapeutic process should not he broken down into separate parts 
according to the medical, sociological, legai, economical, psycho-
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logical etc. aspects;, but seen as tlw coherent whole which it actually 
is. 

The system hused on the concepts of Swiecicki2 has two main 
classification principles: 

·--lvlan's attitude to the world which he tries to transform and 
adapt lo his needs and in particular his a1 titude towards alcohol, 
with the following sub-headings: (a) man and alcohol, (b) akohol 
and human relations, (c) social eITccts of drink and the ro!e of 
alcolml hi culture patterns. 

··---Man in the process of cu!rzpting himself to his environmtint with 
the follow.ing sub-headings: (l) patterns; customs; (2) knowledge; 
atdrudes; (3) behavior. 

A combination of the various sub-groups of the two main sections 
offers a systematic overview of alcohol policy problems. 

The therapeutic problems are placed in tht! third sub-group of tbe 
two main categoric$ (c/3) along with "the model of culture" and 
"the structure of needs'' as well as under the heading of '''judg
ments on alcohol", a sub-group of human category (h/2). The latter 
category also foclud,::c: such phenomena as "communities and terri
torial groups, limitations and legislation'', "Problems of therapy" 
are listed under the bending of "behavior towards alcohol", and are 
also included in a sub-group of the category of ''human relations"' 
(b/3) which deals, among others, with problems of organization and 
activities or professional groups. 

Ill my opinion, however, thfa purely sociologically oriented system 
is incomplete as it omits physiological, biochemical and other 
akohol--related issues of great therapeutic significance. Nor can we 
accept a merely one-way relationship as implied in "man's attitude 
to alcohol", since akohoi has the power to alienate and dominate 
man. 

In spite of these criticisms, Swieckki's system has definite co
ordinating aud explanatory nwrits and gives therapy its rightful 
place among tt1e anti-alcoholic activities. 

Developn1entaJ--Morphological System (DMS) 
After tht.: recent reorganization of the Research Center of the 

Polish National Anti~Ak'.oholic Committee into an h1terdisciplinary 
research facility with its own Information Department, we realized 
the need for evolving a new system of gathering and processing 
information. Our system is geared to the particular needs of anti-
alcoholic policies aud activities and aims to supply a comprehensive 
base for research planning and systematJzing of sdentific lnfor.ma
tion~ to indicate the: wkle division of scientific work of the Center; 
to gather and list systematically the actual alcohol related 
phenomena, in preference to the traditional approach of merely 
coliecting the documents that contain the information, 1mch as 
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catalogues, bibliographies, ;;:tc. 
fo addition, we want the new system not only to rnncentrate on 

already known material but also highlight the unknown areas that 
need to be studied. 

These conditions have been 1Mgc1y m<?.t by Professor Marian 
Ma:wr's DMS system which was pn~pared to aid our fight agafost 
alcoholism. It subdivides the infonnation gather1!d :into: 

-----phenomena, whkh should be fought again'>t; 
---operatiom', that should he applied in this fight; 
-·-place where these operations and phci1omena occur: 
.. --time wh,m these op,~rations and phenomena evolve. 
For ihe basic approach the Orst t\vo categories are the most 

e%entfo.1 ones. In all four categori~.·:: the inform,iti{)n is Hste<l accord-· 
ing to rhe folfowing steps: 

----alcoh0J production; 
., .. alcohol distribution; 
-pre-.disposing factors; 
·---motivation; 
---alcohol cor,sw11ption: 
--"ill effects or alcohol com:umpt.ion. 
The d!!velopmental aspect of tilis scheme can he shown by arguing 

that all acohol ptoblerns would be solved: 
...... jf 1:dcohol were not produced at aH, 
- -· but if produced, we.n\ not distributed, 
--- but if available, people did not want to drink it, 
--- hut even if wanting to would not actually drink, 
---· but even if alcohol was consumed, :it was not harmful. 
The anti-akoholic operatfons to he evoived and strengthened are: 

persuasion, prevention, suppression, therapy. Again we argue that: 
-··- iI persuasion (information concerning the dangers of drink, 

etc.) was suffi.ciently effective all woL1ld be wen, 
·--- if insufficient, then prevention (making it harder to drink) is 

necessary, 
, __ but if prevent.ion is insufficknt then deterrents (punishment) 

arc: needed, 
-·- but if punishment i:, not effective,, theu ,vit must have recourse 

to therapy. 
"Therapy" is used ill this context in the broad sense of any effort 

towards repairing alcoho!-re.lated damage. It comprises a11 types of 
treating the ill dfects of alcoho.i consumption·-both as far as the 
drinker is concerned as well as his vktims. 

"Thcrapentk use of akohol" howevcr---as not connected in any 
way with repairing akohol-linked damage--wiH not be included in 
the "therapy" section, but listed under the heading of alcohol 
effects. 

One part of our scheme dealing with alcobology and anti" 
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alcoho1k policy (omitting the "time" and "place" <.:riteda) ls 
appellded to help to understand the rnor1;'. detailed classification 
evolved by our Center. Although the DMS system has only been 
used for a relatively brief time, we found it useful for the survey 
amJ classjfk:ation of the m;,.teriaJ published in Poland at present, 
and helpful for didactics, organization and alcohol informadon 
services. 
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